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1 
ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY 

INTRODUCED 

So far, we have examined biological approaches to how reciprocal 

altruism evolved over several millennia. The narrative is a timeline of 

hard scientific evidence that describes how humans' basic instincts

parenthood, sex-led even the earliest people to become unalterably 

communal. It was human instinct wired into our brains that enabled us 

to form crucial bonds, to care for each other because it seemed natu

ral and because communities offered a form of well-being superior to 

that felt by remaining on one's own. In terms of explaining how Homo 
sapietlS got to be recognizably human, therefore, no single approach 

is more powerful than evolution. Humans feature complexes of per

sonality traits that have stood the test of time and allowed them to 

develop a basic
l 

shared
l 

indeed universal personality substrate. The 

pOint of dwelling on "evolutionary biology" for an entire chapter 

was thus to demonstrate that altruism is not something that humans 

recently learned as life became more "civilized." To extend the theme 

fu rther, it is also not something that we discovered along with the 

development of religious morality. Altruism is as much a part of us as 

the desire for a mate or concern to protect our children. We do not 

have to think about it when the occasion presents, just as we don't 

have to think. about whether sex is interesting. It just is. 
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I. EVIDENCE FOR ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEOR Y 

But just as evolutionary biology is essentially a trajectory of 
how-we-got-here-fTom_there, so is of the idea of AJtruistic Brain 

Theory (ABT), albeit 00 a much compressed timescale. How, Over the 

course of some few hundredths of a second, do Our brains make us 
Swing into action to help another person? This book explains altruistic 

behaVior for the first time by reviewing hundreds of SCientific papers 
that coalesce into support for a five-step theory of how altruistic action 

occurs. It docs not "just happenj" rather, we are unconscious of dis

crcte steps that Our brains take to bring us to that point. Part of Ourevo
lutionary adaptation is that our brains do not stop to reflect when we 

are about to be altruistic; if they did, we might Jlot act, as sometimes 

altruism involves personal risk. Think, for example, of Wesley Autrey, 

Or the school personnel in Newtown, Connecticut who jumped on top 
of livc- and six-rear-olds in their charge to shield them from a ram

paging gunman. Nonetheless, there is a Series of definable, neuronal/ 
hormonal activities that Our brains undertake before We can actually 

behave altruistically. Until now, neuroscientists have described ele

ments of a mosaic that, had they been assembled in just the right order, 

might hn"e constituted a similar theory. Yet though the constituent 
knowledge was available in the ~terature, no One ever made the leap. 

ABT thus represents the first time that Our knowledge has been syn
thesized into a comprehensive neuroscientific approach to altruism. 

An historian or philosopher of science might ask why, when 
knowledge of the brain has been accruing for decades, no one ever 

saw how the pieces could fit together into a bra;" mocha,,;sm for altru
ism. Why dIdn't anyoneeven try? As stated in the Introduction, there 

w.,. plenty of inStitutional reasons Why SCientists might have shied 

away from this topic. Among those were neuroSCientists ' needs to 
anack ... I.r and dearly SOlvable problems. Plus, scientists are eager 
to show quantifi.bl

e 
results. It may also have been because scientists 

always Clled .volution When they sought to explain altruism. Hence 
the question gOt Plg,onholed in evolutionary biology. 
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2. ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY INTRODUCED 

But evolution, which is crucial for demonstrating that the biolog· 

ical sources of human altruism have run deep through time, does not 

explain how altruism actually works, right now, on a neuronal/hor· 

monallevel. In The Neurop/rysiology oj Mind, the Nobel Prize winner 

Sir John Eccles speculated that God somehow deSigned the brain to 

produce altruistic behavior, But that is simply not a scientific theory. 

Accordingly, while I wish that 1 could say that I am intervening in 

a vigorous scientific debate about how brain mechanisms produce 

empathy and altruism, in fact there is very little debate because the 

problem has not been the focus of research. Lately, the psychologist 

Richard Davidson, who is discussed later in this book, has shown 

that if we practice morality the brain will actually develop pathways 

that reinforce that behavior. This is an important insight and draws 
attention to the connection between morality and brain mechanisms. 

But even Davidson does not broach the idea that the mechanisms 

for moral behavior exist in our brains from the day that we are born. 

What I want to do now, therefore, is to demonstrate how aU the lat

est science leads us to specific, definable neuronal / hormonal mech· 

anisms that necessarily entail altruism, such that mechanisms for 

altruism are literally built into the brain. 

ABT explains exactly how altruistic behavior happens when it 

happens. The theory comprises a surprising convergence of decades 

of neurophysiological evidence gathered in laboratories all over the 

world. My expertise in this area comes from producing and studying 

data from several areas of neuroscience-neuroanatomy, neurophys

iology, behavioral neuroscience, and molecular neuroendocrinol· 

ogy-and bringing them together in ABT, which explains the best, 

most prosoda! features of the vast majority of human sodal bebav· 

iors. But how does it work? 

This chapter, therefore, asks (and answers) this question: What 
brain mechatlisms operate to impel us toward mutual conctrtr, and indeed 

toward a virtually instinctive disposition toward actillgofl those concems? 
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I EVIOENCE FOR ALTRUI STIC B RAIN THEORY 

In the simplest terms} bow do we accomplish the altruistic acts 

that nature programmed us to perform? It is crucial that we under. 

stand this "how· if only as an exercise in se1f·exploration. Humans 

are curious about themselves, and the brain is our most complex 

organ, one that affects every other organ in our bodies. To under. 

stand the brain- to appreciate it-is therefore not just for neurosd. 

entlsts. At the other extreme, neither is it just for philosophers who 

seck to extend Our understanding of the brain into theories of how 

we experience the world. U the average person would have a basic 

understanding of metabolism, sleep! and other physiological func. 

tlons (Which) by the wa)'J the brain controls), why shouldn't he seek 

to understand at least one phase of how the brain orders the moral 

equivalent of these basic functions! what we might caJl their tempera. 
ment? Obviously! he should. 

As a corollary, if we are ever to systematicaUy address our own 
self. lmprovement, then knOWing where in the brain to start wouJd 

obviously be necessary. Social engineers come in every stripe imagin. 

able, but they are aIJ mostly hortatory, appealing to everyone's desire 

to live in a better world without yet getting down to the one organ that 

actuaUy controls behaVior. Of course, culture is indeed a backdrop to 

any aspirational actiVity, but starting with the brain provides the sort 

oCin tant credibility that, say, an abstract appeal to "fighting poverty'" 

does not. We can all agree on the brain, and an understanding of its 

funCtions coJn help us agree On addreSSing Our shared, human con

centS in a way that is as culture-neutra1 as it is possible to be. 

Moreover, by realiting how the brain naturally favors altruis

tic behaVior, We can bolster Our confidence in humanity's Own best 

instincts, as well as society's confidence in the various social tools 

that rely On trust (J discuss these in Chapter 7.) When you look 

~und right now, be it at Our squabbling Congress Or the various 

rogue nations de\'eloping atomic weapons, it is easy to be peSSimistic 

.bout eVcr improvlOg the human condition. But there is still a great 
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2 ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY INTRODUCED 

deal in all of us that can inspire hope. ABT seeks to establish a degree 

of scientific reliability in our expectations about human behavior. 

If we can count on ourselves to display an instinctive altruism- if 

altruism is our default position-then we can potentially believe that 

cultural differences are not insurmountable, and that the brain holds 

out the promise of our working together. As I observed in Chapter I, 

such "working together" is how we were wired to behave as we 

evolved. indeed, ABT is powerfully predictive of how our brains will 
compel us, over the long haul and in the great majority of instances, 

to behave weU toward one another, both individually and in groups. 

Altruism will carry the day. As a species, it is our destiny. We cannot 

allow ourselves to become stymied by the outcrop of bad, even egre· 

gious behavior. 10 the aggregate, we are going to display SOcially useful 

traits. The point is to develop mechaniSms, personal and social, to 

harness this built·in proclivity. As this book demonstrates, ABT can 

provide the basis for new initiatives that clear away the impediments 

to prosocial behavior and aJlow people to perform ot! a regular basis 
in accordance with their potential. 

This is not a blithely futuristic claim. 'Ihis book contends that if 

bad behavior represents a very small proportion of people's actions, 

then ABT explains the rest- that is, all the tremendous amounts of 

good behavior. It does so, furthermore, without makingextraordinary 

assumptions about the brain's reasoning abilities. Step by inexorable 

step, the theory shows how the brain produces altruistic behavior in 

qUite a surprising way: not by relying on greater information process

ing than usual, but by actually cutting back on the precision of the 

information £low. Actually, AST theory says that we do "more" with 

less overall data. 

This chapter will therefore do three things. First and most impor

tant1y, it will layout the details of ABT. Second, it will provide a 

glimpse of the large amounts of neuroscientific evidence that proves 

each step and that will be explained in detail Chapter 3. 1hird, to 
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I. EVIDENCE FOR ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY 

follow the details of ABT in terms of a reaJ·life event, we will consider 

a striking example: Stephen Siller. Siller, an experienced New York 
City fireman, was going to play golf with his brothers on his day off, 
September 11, 2001. He was in BrookJyn. When he learned about 

a plane hitting One of the Twin Towers, he drove to the BrOoklyn 

Banery Tunnel, ran through it carrying more than 50 pounds of fire

lighting gear, and made his way as quickly as possible into Manhattan. 

Once there, another fireman broUght him to the towers, where he died 
during a rescue attempt. So how do we explain Siller's aJtruism, as weU 
as thatof343 other firefighters and lirst responders who lost their lives 
on 9/ I J trying to help others? What are the brain mechanisms of such 
incredibJe altruism, and of millions of everyday acts of kindness? 

ABT tells us that within a few hundredths of a second after we 
realize a nced for action Our brains wilJ make the decision for altru. 
istic behavior. It 's hard to imagine that it aU happens so fast, but the 

entire task of neuroscience is to anaJyze and describe what is essen

tially imperceptible in real time. In this sense, neuroscience is unlike, 

SOIY, cucHology or most medicaJ disciplines, which can literaJly watch 

the body in real time as it funcoons. In neuroscience, we have to 

understand the brains deep tructures and functions, and describe 
what i, virtuaJIy impOssible to capture in a stop-time photograph. TIr, 
brUin is thutjust.lt i, in this mode, describing what We can illustrate in 

• diagram but cannot see as it unfolds, that 1 present the steps of ABT, 

together With JUSta ·snapshot· of the SCientific proof cited in the next 

chapter. MoreoVer, because the steps identified in ABT issue in an 

.ctlon-",th., th.n, say, an ongoing phYSical condition_the theory 

ha an .bstract quality that does not lend itself to the examining table. 

But If you tltJnl< about it, it's in this very sellSe that it shares in the 

b .. 
,c 

aspect of how We live most of Our liv .... That is We don't examine , 
the vast ma/onty Our actions in advance. So it is in this everyday sense 

that J present the theory, which comes in five definable steps. 
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2 ALTRUISTIC BRAI N THEORY INTRODUCED 

STEP 1: REPRESENTATION OF WHAT 
THE PERSON (IN THIS CASE, SILLER) 
IS ABOUT TO DO 

This step of ABT does not merely rely on just one study or one lab's 

work to support it. Rather, it is proven by an entire field of neuro. 

physiology called corollary discharge, summarized in Chapter 3 and 
introduced here. 

Electrophysiological research going back to 1947 proves that vir· 

tually all neuronaJ signals sent from the brain or spinal cord to the 

muscles to produce a body movement have a copy. These copies are 

sent over to the relevant sensory systems so that the brain knows what 

is about to happen. In our September 11, 2011 example, however, 

Siller's impending act (running to the towers) will unconsciously be 

represented in his brain before he can carry it out. Here's how that 

happens. The same nerve cells at the top of the neural system that will 

command the muscles to contract (and hence undertake the act) also 

send a second, identical message back to the sensory systems of the 

brain that essentially says .. these muscles are about to contract in this 

exact manner." While it's perhaps easiest to understand the capacity 

to send this second, identical electrical signal (called "corollary dis. 

charge") from parts of the cerebra] cortex controlling movement (the 

"motor cortex"), many other parts of the brain directing motor activo 

ity are capable of doing the same thing: this includes a large motor 

control zone in the forebrain beneath the cortex, the cerebellum, and 

the hindbrain. All of these motor control zones are known to cooper

ate in the production (and registering) of coordinated movement. 

In the meantime, however, ·corollary discharge" serves perfectly 

as the first step of ABT, and has become an ordinary part of our under· 

standing of neurophysiology. Corollary discharges from the motor 

controls to sensory systems are required for our perception that the 
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1. EVIDENCE FOR ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY 

world is "holding still--is physically in the same place despite our 

bodily movement-because such discharges allow Our brains to pre

dict changes in the world that are consequent to each of our behav
iors. That isl as a result of this second motor signal

l 
the brain knows 

what the body is about to do. 

It is important to note that this first step is not particular to ABT, but 
is rather an ordinary part of everyday neurophysiology. Unless one's act 
toward another person is represented to one's central nervous system

l 
the potential effect of that act On the other person cannot be evaluated 

in Step 4. In ABT, the representation of Our incipient behaVior leads 
naturally to Step 21 perceiving the Social object of that behavior. 

STEP 2: PERCEPTION OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
TOWARD WHOM THE BENEFACTOR 
(IN THIS CASE SILLER) WILL ACT 

A major development in neurophysiological research has been the 
explanation of exactly how We perceive the visual world. Of course, 
when we look at the object of OUr intended SOcial action we cannot 
avoid perceiving him or her. Here and in Chapter 3

1 

J will summarize 

the eVidence from the field of visual physiology that leads inevitably 
to ABT Step 2. 

Hundreds of Scientific papers describe how Our brains perceive 
the Visual world around us. Patterns of light pass through our eyes to 
cause corresponding patterns of nerve cell excitation on the retinas in 
the backs of Our eyes. Those electrical signals race up the optic nerve 

ond then .ith.r turn toward Our midbrain, Where a Simplified version 
of the visual patt.rn trigg.rs a rapid, reflex ,ction, Or go to the thal.

mus, Where the rc~y detailed visual proceSSing begins. "Thalamus" 
is the Greek WOrd for "antechamber" and is called that because the 

thalamus Is the oblig.tory processing s"'tion for visual signals to enter 
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2. ALTRUISTIC BRAI N THEORY INTRODUCED 

the cortex. When Siller is about to act toward a wounded person in 

the tower, he brings to mind a vision of a (generic) person in the 

tower. Neurons in the visual part of Sitler's brain fire in patterns that 

represent the image of such a person, who represents large numbers 

of actual people in the tower. (While a benefactor frequently sees the 

object of his intended action right in front of him, in other cases the 

visual cortex simply registers a vision of a distant or even hypothetical 

person, in this case, a generic person in the tower.) In our example, 

Siller's brain processes the visual information that creates an image of 

a generic tower victim. In other cases, when the actual beneficiary is 

right in front of the benefactor, the patterns of light, dark, and color 

that pass through the eyes of the actor (the person who is about to 

behave, Le., the benefactor) cause electrical signals to be sent from the 

cells of the retinaj the signals travel through the optic nerve. As 1 men

tioned, the signals follow two major pathways. The simpler, more 

primitive pathway heads for the midbrain, where visual signals can be 

put together with signals from other senses to get a rapid picture of 

what is in front of the actor and enable rapid, almost automatic action. 

The longer, more detailed visual pathway special to the human brain 

travels to the very top of the brainstem, thus to Signal to the very back 

of the cerebral cortex, the visual cortex. There, individual features of 

the image of the other person- Jines, angles, shadows- converge in 

groups of cells to form a unified image. Neuron by neuron, these lines 

and angles are encoded, as shown by the Nobel Prize-winning work 

of Tors ten Wiesel (former president of Rockefeller University) as he 

worked at Harvard with David Hubel. 

Step 2 is crucial to ABT because we cannot act toward another 

human being unless we can literally picture that person- or visualize 

a generic person- in all of his or her humanity. This is part of the com

munal impulse programmed into us by evolution, and necessary for our 

SUrvival. Apart from the bare physiological mechanisms that make up 

Step 2, it is understandable and even necessary in evolutionary terms. 
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L EVIOENCE FOR ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY 

STEP 3: MERGE IMAGES OF THE VICTIM 
WHOM SILLER WILL HELP WITH SILLER'S 
OWN SELF-IMAGE 

Step 3 is the most novel for neuroscience, unique to A8~ and is cru

ciaJ for ABT to work properly. It represents a new insight, and a differ

entway of thinking about how the brain produces aJtruistic behavior. 

While each nerve cell mechanism mentioned here and illustrated in 

Chapter 3 is grounded in hundreds of scientific papers, ABT brings 
them together in a single theory. 

In everyone's brain a set of firing nerve cells constitutes a unified 

image of the person toward whom one will act, as well as a neural 

image of oneself (We always have an image of ourselves in our brain). 

The question for Step 3 of ABT is: how exactly could the image of 

another person be linked, constantly overlapped with our own 

image? The anSWer is: an increase in the excitability of cortical neu

rons, such that when the nerve cells representing the other are firing 
Signals, the nerve cells representing self are also firing. 

How might this cross-excitation of images happen in the cere

bral cortex? There are three cellular mechanisms that can do this. 

One is that inhibition in the cortex is reduced (for details, see 

Chapter 3). A second mechanism is that tiny tunnels between 

nerve cells arc created, thus allOWing electrical excitation to spread 

quickly. A third mechanism implkates excitation by the powerful 

neurotransmitter acetylchoOne. In addition to these three mecha

nisms for merging sensory images of other with self, the so-called 

mirror neurOns unite the actions of another person with our own. 

My mirror neurons that Signal I will raise my right hand fire Signals 

when you raise your right handj in this way, such mirror neurons 

c~ be thought of as SUpporting my empathy for you. So a multi

plICity of nerve cell mechanisms underlies the merging of your 
unage With rmne, as we shall see in Step 4. 
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2 . ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY INTRODUCED 

But as frequently happens in the brain, we are not dealing with 

processes that are distinct or mutually exclusive. Rather, all of these 

mechanisms for merging images can work in parallel, and can assume 

different relative importance in different individuals. ABT takes 

advantage of the brain's redundancies, its capacity to do things in dif

ferent ways, sometimes in many ways at once. Of course, this type 

of multifaceted capability makes sense from an evolutionary stand

point, because if one capacity goes down another wil1 still be avail

able. But for my purposes, it also means that ABT does not at this 

stage have to rely on one or another process, as humans have built-in 

overcapacities to perform even the simplest mental tasks. 

In our 9/ 11 example, Siller visualizes a wounded person in the Twin 

Towers. Whereas it is extremely difficult for the brain to keep these 

visual images separate and distinct, it is extremely easy for them to get 

mixed up with each otheri that mix-up or "blurring" of images is pre

ciselywhat is needed for an efficient theory of altruistic behavior. To put 

it another way, in the brain of the person who wil1 initiate the act toward 

another person, the difference between the target person's image and 

his own will unconsciously be brought to zero. Where there is a discrete 

image of the target in the cerebral cortex and elsewhere, and another 

discrete image of the target person, the brain now produces a merged 

image where images of the two persons coalesce. Step 3 is important 

because unless the two images are merged in the cerebral cortex, the 

image of the "other" cannot be treated like the "self.' Chapter 3 will show 

four separate brain mechanisms by which this can happen. 

STEP 4: THE ALTRUISTIC BRAIN 

A long tradition of research on the functions of the prefrontal cortex 

shows how the outputs from Steps 1 and 3 arrive at neurons whose 

activities produce the Altruistic Brain. That is, the representation of the 
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I. EVIDENCE FOA ALTRUISTIC BRA IN THEORY 

act (from Step I) and the united, combined image (from Step 3) must 
arrive at an -ethical switch'" in the brain just before we carry out an act 

toward another person As a resuJt, instead ofliteraUy seeing the con

sequences of the act for another person, we automatically envision the 

consequences as pertaining to our own self! For example, Siller acted 

in a way that he would have wanted SOmeone to act toward him if he 

were in the 1\vin Towers. While this ethical evaluation may occur at a 

conscious level, it a150 can be instantaneous and unconscious. 

Where in the brain does this juncture of the act 's representation 

with the combined image of self and other take place? Based on cur

rent neuroscience, the best conclusion is that it takes place primarily 

in a part of the brain that is bigger and stronger in the human brain 

than in other brains: the prefrontaJ cortex (see Figure 2. 1). The 

work of Joshua Greene, covered in Chapter 5, highlights the activa

tion of neurons in the prefrontal cortex during the making of moral 

decisions. There, a value--good" or - bad," "do" or "don't dolt- is 

attached to the combination of the act and the combined self/ other 

F .... l.l 1M .... c..J 
AI - prot n conez of tM human brain plays an important role in truaRk; 8raln funClJon_ 
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2 ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY INTRODUCED 

target. These prefrontal cortical neurons allow the positive, altruistic, 

act to proceed. Thus Step 4 is important because it enables us to eval

uate the relative goodness of the act intended toward another person. 

STEP 5: PERFORMANCE OF AN 
ALTRUISTIC ACT 

The neurophysiology of motor control has occupied neuroscien

tists since the time of Nobel Prize-winning physiologist Sir Charles 

Sherrington, and is enlisted here to explain how a person carries out 

a beneficial act. The prosocial decision has occurred in Step 4. In Step 

5 we leave the neuroscience that is specific to ABT and enter the 

common neuroscience of ordinary movement control. The output 

from the prefrontal cortex pennits the motor cortex and subcortical 

movement-control ncurons to perform the act that was so rapidly 

and automatically evaluated. In our 9/ 11 example, SiHer swings into 

action, forgoes the day offwith his brothers, and heads for the Tunnel 

to try and save other lives. He proceeds because he envisions himself 

in the target person's place. Anyone of the generic "persons" that he 

imagines in the tower is sufficient to motivate his altruistic act. Step 5 

is necessary to turn an ethical decision by neurons in the frontal cor

tex into an actual behavior. The positivc, generous act occurs because 

it matches the way he himselfwould wish to be treated. 

In summary, through the series of five ABT steps the brain car

ries out the neurohormonal mechanisms that produce behavior 

obeying an ethical universal, commonly called the Golden Rule. It 

should be emphasized here that such behavior is not part of a "bar

gain," where one person does something nice for another (because 

she thinks that the other will do something nice for her), and then 

that other reciprocates (out of obligation). 'The brain mechanisms 

just described do not involve such calculation. They do not involve 
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I. EVIDENCE FDA ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY 

religious training or social conditioning. Rather they are precipi

tated because humans are wired to be altruistic. And, of course, 

that includes ruiprocat altruism. Here's an illustration. Not long 

before I sat down to write this chapter, I was standing on a subway 

platform when an old man emerged from a train pushing a cart 

full of groceries. When he got to the stairs leading to the exit, he 

stopped, wondering how he would possibly drag that cart up. But 

just then, a young man who was about to enter the train said ~ Wait, 

I'll do that for you/' and he pulled the cart up to the top of the 

stairs. By the time he returned to the platform, he had Olissed his 

train, and I asked him in my best field-study voice "Why did you 

do that?- Acting genuinely surprised, he replied "Why wouldn't 

l? I just did what 1 had to." Indeed. Though he would never see 

that other man again, he felt the natural urge to help SOOleone who 

could not help himself. He did this even though he would miss his 

lrain. The pOint is that he didn't stop to calculate whether to put 
someone else's needs ahead of his own. 

So now let's explore still further reaches of ABT. 

AVOIDANCE OF ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR 

~<:ause ABT deals with two classes of behavior (the first type being 

altrulStic!good),let's now deal with the second type, that is, when we 

avoid doing something bad. Here a person's brain makes a decision to 

re.fr.un from cmying out a nasty act against another person, let's say 
the murder of i. competitor in a jealous rage. Again, ABT posits that 

dunng the next few hundredths of a second, the potential murderer's 
bram will foUow the sam~ 6v~ key steps. 

The first three steps (representation, perception, and merging of 
tmastS) are enctly th~ same as for the altruistic act. The next two 
steps dtffer. 
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2 . ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY IN TRODUCED 

Step 4: The Altruistic Brain 

Representation of the act (from Step 1) and the united, combined 

image (from Step 3) arrive at the "ethical switch'" in the person's brain. 

If a potential kiUer, for example, was planning to murder another per· 

son, the combined self/ other signal is sent to the prefrontal cortex. 

There, Altruistic Brain neurons are utlable to register tile differe,,,e 

between the effects on the target and on himself and they inhibit 

motor cortex neurons that might have carried out the heinous act. 

While this may occur at a conscious level, it also can be instantaneous 

and unconscious. Altruistic Brain mechanisms in the prefrontal cor

tex also, of course, inhibit nasty acts much less serious than murder. 

Mechanisms for this are spelled out in Chapter 3. 

Step 5: Behavior. Decline to Perform 
an Antisocial Act 

In this case, Altruistic Brain neurons in the prefrontal cortex: prevent 

motor acts that wouJd harm another person. No harmful act takes place. 

As you can see, avoidance of the nasty act achieves the same result 

as performance of the altruistic act: benevolence. The first three steps 

in the Altruistic Brain program are, in fact, identical in both scenar

ios. Step 4 differs because in the avoidance scenario the potential bad 

actor is revolted by the consequences of what he could do, whereas in 

the altruistic scenario he feels the glow of satisfaction. Step 5 is also 

different. The potential killer declines to perform the harmful act in 

the avoidance scenario, but in its altruistic counterpart he willingly 

performs the altruistic act. 

This "avoidance- scenario, like its "performance- counterpart, is 

also totally spontaneous in the sense that humans are wired to pro· 

duce good (and avoid bad) behavior. 1 am reminded of when one of 

my friends was furious at her neighbor whose dogs never stopped 
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I. EVIDE NCE FOR ALTRUISTIC BRAIN THEORY 

barking. She and the neighbor got into regular Shouting matches. She 

wanted to push the woman and make her physically suffer. But did 

she? "No," she said, "something always restrained me: Of course, we 

can all identify with such restraint, which represents ABT in action. 

If community is built on being kind to others, it also relies on not 

doing things that hurt. It is this combination of action and restraint 

that is part of our evolutionary equipment, and that has contributed 
so profoundly to Our species' survival. 

A Parsimonious Theory 

Scientists call a theory "elegant" when it efficiently explains a lot 

of phenomena without making a lot of special assumptions. Steps 

I through 5 do not require the brain to have any special "religious" 

capacities or any superhuman discriminatory powers. In fact, infor

mation is lost by the merging of images that Occurs in Step 3. 

So think about these scenarios of performing prosocial behav

iors and aVOiding antisocial behaviors for a moment, both positively 

aJtruistic and that based On aVOidance. Nothing in either requires 

thr brain to do anything extraordinary. ABT is plausible because 

aU of the mechanisms On which it relies are (as the next chapter 

shows) well understood. Each step that it posits has its counter

part in fundamental experiments that have shown them to work. 

There is no Supposition involved. The theory establishes that these 

teps can operate together, programmatically, and that when they 

do it person will behave in a manner that is altruistic. So what will 

re;t1ly matter in the next phase of OUr journey, now that we have 

briefly reViewed the five steps of ABT, will be to visit some neuro

Kiener b.bs where we can eX~ine work that proves that Altruistic 

actions rely on traillS of phYSiological events that include mundane 
se.nsory-motor data. 
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But to make the chapter's main point using different terms, 

ABT demonstrates that an ethical decision by one person about 

to act toward another involves only the loss of information, which 

is all too easy to achieve, as anyone who just forgot something will 

tell you. 1 reemphasize that the theory does not require special 

abilities. Indeed, learning complex information and storing it in 

memory are hard to explain. On the other hand, damping or sup· 

pressing anyone of the many mechanisms involved in perception 

and memory are easy to achieve and can explain the blurring of 

identity required by this explanation of altruistic behavior. In the 

~potentiaJ murder" example imagined earlier, a loss of individu

ality as a result of blurred identity temporarily puts the potential 

murderer in the other person's place. Because that other person 

would be afraid, so will the potential actor. He avoids an unethical 

act because of shared fear. 

All of the findings summarized in this chapter demonstrate how 

our brains can do the job of producing altruistic behaviors. Most 

important, several independent mechanisms allow image-of-other to 

blend with image-of.sel~ to foster the production of altruistic behav

iors. These mechanisms are not exclusive of each other- they could 

work in various combinations-and those combinations could be 

different among different individuals. 

Sometimes generous people contribute to causes, their behav
ior not seeming to reflect altruism toward an individual but rather 

toward an abstract entity. I conjecture that in all such cases the gen

erous person has the "idea" of a person in mind. That is, she brings 

to mind a vision of that person. If the idea is generosity toward a 

HbJ'af}J then the generous person imagines a librarian. If it is brave 

acts in a crippled Japanese nuclear power plant, then the altruistic 

person imagines the image of a Fukushima villager. ABT, exactly as 

presented here, would apply. 
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APPLICATION OF ABT TO REAL-LIFE 
SITUATIONS 

Having explained the five steps essential to ABT - steps that use 

ordinary brain mechanisms that neuroscientists work with every 

day- l now want to weave these steps into stories of good human 

behavior ranging from the smallest to the most serious examples. My 

pOint will be to illustrate how ABT actually plays outl how the indi

vidual steps can actually be mapped onto human acts. Thus though 

we cannot see the brain during the few hundredths of a second that it 

takes to make an altruistic decision, we can nonetheless identify how 

the brain is working as that decision is formulated and carried out. 

Kindness 

It was one of those days when the sun's glare off shadeless streets 
made everyone wince. 1 was just beginning to cross Third Avenue in 

Manhattan when I saw that a limousine had stalled. lhe oveCW'eight, 

middJe-aged driver was breaking into an impressive sweat, straining 

to push his vehicle out of the traffic and into a parking space on East 

65th Street. Just then, a slim, smartly dressed young man changed 
hi direction and approached It was obvious that he didn't know the 

driver, and was under no obligation to offer a hand and mess up his 

p~stine suit in the process. Yet when I looked back, he had put down 

his expensive-looking briefcase and was pushing the stalled limo to a 
safesPOl Why? 

I ~ever got a chance to ask him, but his spontaneous action was 

ora plecewllh the heroics ofWesJey Autrey, albeit on a much smaller 
sc.Je. Think .bout ABT' fi ( , . 

s ve steps. Step 1) The young mans bnun 
represe.nted the limousin hi . 

. e-pus ng action. Neurons that would have todirectthestr~ d c 
fth gan stresslul movements caused by contraction 

o e dover's leg and back ) 
muse es send coroUary discharges to the 
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young man's sensory systems. (Step 2) The young man's visual cortex 

got the electrical signals of neurons representing the visual image of 

the overweight driver, and (Step 3) merged the driver's visual image 

with his own, using one or more of the mechanisms I introduced in 

Step Three above. Sent to the prefrontal cortex, this combination sig

naled to Altruistic Brain neurons there (Step 4) obviously resulted in 

a sense of relief from help pushing the limousine and these prefrontal 

neurons told motor cortex neurons "Yes," "Do It: A5 a result (Step 

5) the young man pushed the limo to a safe spot using his own motor 

control systems, both cortical and subcortical. 

1hough this action wou1d not be considered heroic, it constitutes 

one of the myriad kindnesses that we perform literally without think

ing. In any given instance, we do not even calculate whether some

one will sometime help us, as kindnesses are unconsciously traded all 
day long in a kind of unregulated moral economy. We go through life 

giving each other a hand, running down the Up escalator to retrieve 

someone's dropped glove. It's thi s low-level back-and-forth of kind

ness that makes life tolerable, that we think. about after the fact as 

opposed to in advance. Evidence of ABT is everywhere. It gives us 

reassurance and, indeed, a measure of courage in the face of adverSity. 

Everyday Heroes 

When you start thinking about the everyday heroes around us, 

either in the neighborhood or on the news, there are so many: not 

just people who do good deeds, but those who flat out risk their 

lives (or even give them) without Slopping to calculate the odds. 

For example, a few months after Wesley Autrey startled the world, 

another less celebrated hero saved even more young people. 'This 

was Professor Liviu Librescu, a Holocaust survivor who taught 

engineering at Virginia Tech. When a deranged student, Seung-Hui 

Cho, started rampaging through campus-finally killing 32 and 
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wounding 17-Librescu blocked his classroom door with his Own 

body, giving students the chance to escape. While most made it out 

the windows to safety, Librescu never emerged alive, taking several 

bullets through the door. His family was in shock, but his son told an 

Israeli newspaper that people said -my father was a hero." And there 
have been others. 

In July, 2012, a horrific drama played out where a group of young 
people, at the expense of their own livcs, saved Joved ones from a 

deranged gunman. At a premier ofBahllafl: TI,e DarkKlIight Rises/James 
McQ.uinn,27, threw his body in front of his girlfriend and took two bul. 
Jets meant [or her. Jonathan Blunk, 26, a miUtary veteran, also died when 

he saved his girlfriend. How did they so react so courageously? 

Think about this as instantaneous, unconscious applications of 

ART in action. These two young men (Step 1) had in their brains the 
·corollary discharge" representation of their movements, to throw 

themselves protectively in front of their girlfriends, and obviously 

(Step 2) had the visual images of these women merged with their 

Own (Step 3). These motor and sensory neural signals sent (Step 

4) to AJtruistic Brain mechanisms in the prefrontal cortex rapidly and 
emotionally yielded a -Go." -Do it- deciSion because of the positive 

v;UcnceasSOCiated with saving the twowomens lives. As a result (Step 
s) they leapt, thus perfOrming the ultimate prosocial act. They didn't 

stop to think. whether the other person was "worth it,· or whether the 

odds were in favor of their personal survival. They just acted. Because 

we have seen this type of action involving total strangers, we know 
that the motivating factor was not-in Some soap-opera sense

undying lo,oe. We know that neurohormonal processes kicked in at 

lightning speed, changing some people's lives forever. Ultimatelr.. the 

COmmunity benefits from this type of action, which is why-in evo

lutlonuy terms-we can have expected it. Those who expressed sur
pn.sc and admiration should have shelved their surprise and admired 
the human bra.in. 
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Earthquake, Tsunami, Meltdown 

The whole world felt like an unintended and infernal field study when 

in March, 2011, a continuous loop of coverage depicted theJapanese 

earthquake, the tsunami that followed, and finally the flooded 

Fukushima nuclear plant that contaminated an area the size of New 

Jersey. In the ensuing days, as the magnitude of the tragedy- and the 

danger- became apparent, people from all over Japan volunteered 

to clean up the environment and stabilize the plant. Their narratives 

form a mosaic of unfettered selflessness, a commitment to their fel

low citizens that held the world in thrall. CNN, for example, reported 

a story with the title "Japanese seniors volunteer for Fukushima 'sui

cide corps;" about hundreds of older people willing to don emer

gency gear so that they could work inside the crippled plant. One 

such man, however, Masaaki Takahashi! 65, said that he didn't under

stand aU the fuss over their efforts. "I want them to stop calling us the 

'suicide corps' or kamikazes. We're doing nothing special. I simply 

think I have to do something and I can't allow just young people to do 

this," One hears Wesley Autrey ("You should do the right thing") in 

this quiet acceptance of a moral code impelling him to act on behalf 

of others. Another member of the group, Kazuko Sasaki, 69, articu

lated a sense of responsibility that he also could not ignore: "My 
generation, the older generation, promoted the nuclear plants. If we 

don't take responsibility, who will?" (Figure 2-2). 

And consider an ABC News story entitled "Japan's Fukushima 

50, Heroes who volunteered to stay behind at Japan's Crippled Nuclear 
Plants.- The "50" were actually 200 seasoned techniciansl who worked in 

shifts of SO so as to avoid the worst doses of radiation through prolonged 

exposure. But their conditions were still almost unendurable. According 

to the story -They are working as temperatures at the plants soar to 

nerve wracking levels, radiation is leaking, rain may be carrying it down 

upon them, and a toxic fire bu~ likely spewing more radiation into the 
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Figure 2.2 following the explosion at the Fukushima nuclear power plant, 

J~~nese worbn exposed themselves to d.nger in order to cool the plant down 
and prevent greater risks to the population in northern Japan. 

atmosphere .... They 've gone into battJe, crawling at times through dark 

mazes, armed with flashlights and radiation detectors, wearing full body 
hazmat suits and breathing through cumbersome oxygen tanks." What's 

f.uctnating is that these Were ordinary men who rose to the occasion. 

In a tweet picked up by several news services, one woman said of her 
neighbor: -At home, he doesn't seem like SOmeone who could handle 
big jobs ... but today I was really proud ofhim:' The hazards faced by the 

Fukushima SO were big news. The New York Times reported: 

Those [workers] remajning are being asked to make escalat. 

ing - and perhaps existential-sacrmces_that so far are only 
being impUtidy acknowledged. 

JJi~ns Health Ministry said TUesday it was raising the legal 

IUnit on the Ji.nlount of radiation to which each worker could be 
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exposed, to 250 millisieverts from 100 millisieverts, five times 

the maximum exposure permitted for American nuclear plants. 

Nonetheless, the workers kept rotating in and out of the plant, with 

apparently none giving up. It was observed that "Nuclear reactor 

operators say that their profession is typified by the same kind of 

esprit de corps found among fire fighters and elite military units.'" This 

commitment, both to one another and to society, was borne out in an 

email from the daughter of one of the 50: "He says he's accepted his 

fate ... much like a death sentence." Less dramatically, but with no less 

certitude, an American consultant, Michael Friedlander, observed: "I 

can tell you with 1 ()() percent certainty they are absolutely committed 

to doing whatever is humanly necessary to make these plants [stabi. 

Iized] in safe condition, even at the risk of their own lives." 

As the events unfolded, people in the street were too scared to psy. 

choanaly-le the 50. One such person, Maeda Akihiro, said: "They're put

ting their life on the line. If that place blows up, it's the end for all of us, 

so aU J can do is send them encouragement." But as I will argue, the indi· 

vidual psychologies of these men- where they grew up, whether they 

had served inJapan's anned forces-was never the critical issue. Rather, 

the men exemplified a common human capacity to act in the interest 

of others, even in the face of danger. Of course, this is not to diminish 

their heroism in the slightest, but only to suggest how they made their 

decision to act and how they remained committed to it. The Fukushima 

disaster will be studied for years by planners hoping to prevent another 

such occurrence, but if there is one positive side to the story it is that 

human beings acted so well. It was one example among many. 

Now think of the decision that an individual Fukushima worker 

had to make in tennsofthe five steps ofABT. (Step J) He represents in 

his Own brain the action of re.entering the nuclear plant to cool it and 

prevent an explosion. From his premotor cortex, signals emanate that 

yield the corollary discharge that infonns his own sensory systems of 
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what he is about to do. (Step 2) He envisions the generic farmer and 

village dweller in the Fukushima area. This envisioning uses standard 

visual Signaling pathways. (Step 3) Losing the distinction between 

his self·image and that of the local Fukushima citizen, by the three 

mechanisms I introduced previously and will explain in Chapter 3, 
he literally "identifies with- that citizen in his cerebral cortex. (Step 

4) Signals of the explosion.preventing act combined with his self! 

citizen merged image reach Altruistic Brain neurons in the prefron· 

tal cortex/leading to a "Yes; "this is good." (Step 5) The Fukushima 

wo[ker reenters the plant No secondary explosions occur. 

We could go on studying examples of outstandingly altruistic 

behavior such as that by Oskar Schindler, who saved Jewish citi

zens from the Holocaust; Doctors Without Borders (Medecins Sans 

Frontiers), an international medical humanitarian organization cre

ated in Francej and kidney and bone marrow donors across the coun· 

try. However, I have already made the pOint: exemplary behavior catl 

be understood at the level of basic brain research. 

Neurosclentific Evidence 

Now that I have prOVided a brief outline of how ABT explains the 

decision to act in an ethical, even altruistic fashion, Chapter 3 wilJ 
open up the neuroscience laboratory to allow you to appreciate 

som~ of the vast Scientific evidence for how such behavior is acti

vated. I will now share Some of this thrill with you, so that you can 

see how the pieces (or rather, steps) of ABT fall into place. And 
then, beyond the ethical decision, we' ll look at why we actually 

behave in an altruistic ~y: both neuronal and hormonal forces 

that have evolved among vertebrate animals will provide the "drive" 
to accomplish the de d C 'd th' , ., th e . onSI er IS automotive analogy: u e 
Altruistic Bram turn, the, 'tch b WI so t at the engine is on

J 
these neu-

roo11 and horroo al fi . n orces prOVide the fuel for the engine to move 
the m forw"d Ch. t 4 aJks . p er t about these forces as well. 
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